
PriceAdvantage + Skyline Price Signs

HELPS QUICK FUEL 
Increase Fuel Sales 186%

Quick Fuel is a 4th-generation family-
owned business operating 52 automated 
commercial fueling stations and 200 
mobile fueling trucks. Like most card-lock 
locations, 80-90% of Quick Fuel’s 
business was conducted between 
5am-6pm through fleet card transactions 
and anchor accounts. By installing 
Skyline retail price signs and using 
PriceAdvantage to optimize retail fuel 
prices, Quick Fuel was able to increase 
fuel sales by 186% per month at just 
one location alone – and projects as 
much as 30% additional growth.

"The combination of PriceAdvantage and Skyline price signs    
provided remarkable FUEL SALES INCREASES and ROI."

Remove manual process and 
spreadsheets to save time and 
reduce errors.

Utilize pricing strategies to 
monitor replacement costs, 
gather competitive prices, and 
establish appropriate retail 
prices.

Leverage patented technology to 

conduct full-loop price changes 

and confirmation between 

PriceAdvantage, JD Edwards, and 

Skyline price signs.

Attract new business with bold, 
legible price signs – both retail and 
new anchor customers. 

Major benefits from the 
PriceAdvantage/Skyline system:

719.362.8949 
PriceAdvantage.com

"PriceAdvantage helped us

SURPASS OUR 

NET INCOME 
BUDGET by  
more than 45%!
Fuel pricing is an art form; 
PriceAdvantage is a better paint 
brush."

Josh Tippin 
Director - Automated Facilities 

Quick Fuel

Surpassed net 
income budget 
for 2104, 2015

Months for Rapid 
Sign ROI

49%

7.9

“Success is all about controlling driver 
behavior to control volume. By pricing our 
fuel faster and more accurately and by 
adding bold, distinct price signs to our 
card-lock locations, we’ve substantially 
increased business,” says Josh Tippin, 
Director – Automated Facilities at Quick 
Fuel. “The combination of PriceAdvantage 
fuel pricing software and Skyline price 
signs provided remarkable fuel sales 
increases and ROI.”

Case Study



FASTER PRICE CHANGES = INCREASED FUEL SALES
Quick Fuel’s previous manual fuel pricing process required four people to 

touch pricing every day, sometimes as much as 1-2 hours per person, for 

just one daily price change.  This six-eight hour, five-step process (aka 

giant spreadsheet) included pulling OPIS and retail prices, calculating 

price vs. cost, and entering new prices in JD Edwards. It was often 

plagued by human error. 

Using PriceAdvantage to execute pricing strategies, Quick Fuel surpassed 

their net income budgets in 2014 and 2015 by 45%. Additionally, 

PriceAdvantage eliminated tedious manual processes by automating and 

synchronizing key data sources – essentially reducing man hours by one 

full-time equivalent. Quick Fuel then leveraged those savings to invest in a 

full-time pricing analyst to help maximize both fuel sales and margins and 
increase competitiveness.

A SIGN OF SUCCESS
Quick Fuel sells two things: fuel and time. At most retail locations, it can 

take as long as 24 minutes to fill a normal delivery truck. But thanks to 

advanced technology and high-volume pumps, Quick Fuel can fill a truck 

in as little as seven minutes. The Quick Fuel team knew that by adding a 

retail price sign – they would attract new retail and commercial customers 

who would appreciate competitive fuel prices and rapid service. 

Josh selected Skyline price signs for a number of reasons. First, only Skyline 

signs boast a proprietary, patented technology that supports full loop 

automation - communicating that requested price changes were indeed 

made. Next, the quality of the Skyline signs – including legibility, LED 

longevity, automated brightness control, and advanced diagnostics – 

justified the investment. Josh shared, “I know that investing in great 

technology gives us a competitive advantage. I may have paid slightly more 

for Skyline signs – but it was worth it due to the quality, integrations, and 
superior customer service."

149% ROI IN JUST 7.9 MONTHS 
Quick Fuel installed its first Skyline price sign at its Lamar Road facility in 

Memphis, TN during December 2015. Initially, Quick Fuel calculated that 

the ROI on their Skyline sign investment would require 16 months – it 

actually only took 7.9 months. Fuel volume increased 49.7% from 
December to March 2016. Even more significant was the 186% YTD 

increase in fuel volume for March 2016 as well as a 36% increase in total 

gross margin. A Skyline sign was installed at a second, high volume Quick 

Fuel site during December 2015. That site generated a 15% year-over-year 

increase - nearly maximizing that site’s output capacity!

PLANNING FOR 
ADDITIONAL GROWTH 
The combination of PriceAdvantage and 

Skyline price signs has proved itself as a 

catalyst for growth. Quick Fuel will 

install Skyline signs to 12 additional sites 
in 2016 AND added a pricing analyst to 

their team. This pricing analyst will 

utilize PriceAdvantage to delve deeper 

into analytics, ensure they are where 

they need to be in the market, help 

drive business, and continue growth – 

freeing Josh and the other team 

members to focus on other business 

initiatives.
“I know that investing in  
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great technology gives us a competitive advantage.
I may have paid slightly more for Skyline signs – but it was worth it 
due to the quality, integrations, and customer service.’

Josh Tippin, Quick Fuel




